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ABSTRACT   The correct duplication of genetic information is essential to maintain genome stability, 
which is lost in cancer cells. Replication fork integrity is ensured by a number of DNA metabolism 
proteins that assist replication of chromatin regions difficult to replicate due to their intrinsic DNA 
sequence composition, coordinate repair of DNA molecules resulting from aberrant replication 
events or protect replication forks in the presence of lesions impairing their progression. Some DNA 
metabolism genes involved in DNA repair are essential in higher eukaryotes even in unchallenged 
conditions, suggesting the existence of biological processes requiring these specialized functions 
in organisms with complex genomes. The impact on cell survival of null mutants of many DNA 
metabolism genes has precluded complete in depth analysis of their function. Cell free extracts 
represent a fundamental tool to overcome survival issues. The Xenopus laevis egg cell free extract 
is an ideal system to study replication-associated functions of essential genes. We are taking 
advantage of this system together with innovative imaging and proteomic based experimental 
approaches to characterize the molecular function of essential DNA metabolism proteins. Using 
this approach we have uncovered the role of some essential homologous recombination and fork 
protection proteins in chromosomal DNA replication and we have characterized some of the fac-
tors required for faithful replication of specific vertebrate genomic regions. This approach will be 
instrumental to study the molecular mechanisms underlying the function of a number of essential 
DNA metabolism proteins involved in the maintenance of genome stability in complex genomes. 
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Introduction
Genome duplication is a key event in the life cycle of all biological 
organisms and its careful control is essential to preserve the physi-
cal integrity of chromosomes. DNA replication is carried out by the 
replisome machinery, which assembles at replication origins, where 
the Origin Recognition Complex (ORC) transiently associates with 
the Cdc6 initiator, which together with Cdt1 recruits the MCM2-7 
complex acting as DNA helicase. Additional essential cofactors 
such as Treslin, RecQ4L and others are required for origin firing. 
Additional factors travel with the Replisome at the fork. Helicase 
activation and DNA unwinding depends on the S-phase kinase 
dependent association of the replisome component, Cdc45, with 
MCM2-7 and the concomitant recruitment of the GINS proteins, 
together forming the CMG complex. DNA unwinding is followed by 
Pol ε and Pol a/Primase loading onto replication forks (Diffley, Dif-
fley, 2004). The Replication Pausing Complex, composed of Tipin, 
Tim, And1 and Claspin proteins play a primary role in maintaining 
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chromosomal integrity under replication stress conditions, as they 
keep the CMG from translocating, when replicative polymerases 
stall (Errico and Costanzo, 2012).
Maintenance of genome integrity during DNA replication relies 
on several factors such as the ability to respond to DNA lesions 
impairing fork progression, the coordination of DNA repair and 
DNA replication and the availability of DNA replication origins. 
These mechanisms are believed to be particularly important for 
the replication of specific chromosome regions with complex or 
repetitive DNA sequence composition, which are often involved in 
mutational events responsible for several human diseases (Lana 
et al., Ozeri-Galai et al.). 
Establishment of replication origins in eukaryotes is regulated 
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by DNA sequences with differential affinities for ORC, chromatin 
structure, DNA methylation status, histone modifications and 
nuclear organization (Bell and Dutta, 2002). However, except for 
some eukaryotic model systems among which S. cerevisiae, where 
a specific DNA sequence dictates the specificity of ORC binding 
to DNA (Diffley, Diffley, 2004) the mechanism of replication origin 
placement and distribution in animal cell genome is unclear. In ad-
dition, many replication origins remain “dormant” and are activated 
only in the presence of DNA lesions or structures that perturb 
replication fork progression to ensure complete replication of the 
affected DNA segment (Woodward et al., 2006). 
The mechanisms underlying the function of DNA repair and DNA 
damage response proteins in unchallenged chromosomal DNA 
replication are poorly understood. This is in part due to the fact 
that many of the genes involved in DNA metabolism are essential 
for life, especially in higher eukaryotes. 
Cell free systems based on vertebrate Xenopus laevis egg ex-
tract have been helpful to elucidate the biochemical bases of cell 
cycle checkpoints, DNA repair and DNA replication (Balestrini et 
al., Costanzo et al., 2001, Costanzo et al., 2004, Costanzo et al., 
2000, Errico et al., 2009, Errico et al., 2007, Garner and Costanzo, 
2009, Hashimoto et al., Hashimoto and Costanzo, Hashimoto et 
al., Lazzaro et al., Shechter et al., 2004, Trenz et al., 2008, Trenz 
et al., 2006). This system can be defined as “liquid life” or “life in a 
tube” as it can reproduce basic events in the cell life such as cell 
cycle, chromatin formation, nuclear assembly, semi-conservative 
DNA replication, chromosome condensation and mitotic spindle 
assembly driven by cyclin synthesis and degradation cycles. The 
high degree of genetic conservation between Xenopus and mam-
malian organisms facilitates the study of large proteins present 
in egg extracts. We have successfully combined the use of the 
Xenopus egg extract with advanced imaging techniques based 
on transmission electron microscopy (EM) to visualize replication 
intermediates obtained from genomic DNA replicated in extracts 
depleted of particular proteins. This approach has uncovered a role 
for Rad51 in preventing the occurrence of single stranded DNA 
(ssDNA) gaps during replication and for PARP1 in controlling the 
formation of reversed replication forks, which are DNA replication 
intermediates whose processing is critical for genome stability main-
tenance (Hashimoto et al., Ray Chaudhuri et al.). Furthermore, we 
established a primary role for Rad51 and the Mre11-Rad50-Nbs1 
complex restarting replication forks collapsed by a nick in the DNA 
template (Hashimoto et al.). Here we will review the recent work 
and propose new research avenues which could take advantage 
of cell free extracts. 
Basic tools to study protein function with Xenopus egg 
extract
Xenopus egg extract is capable of recapitulating many as-
pects of cell biology due to the exceptional richness of proteins 
and RNA molecules stored as maternal stockpile. In the embryo 
these molecules are gradually made available during rapid cell 
cycles, which proceed in the absence of any significant level of 
transcription until mid-blastula transition. Due to these features 
complex phenomena such as DNA replication can take place in 
egg extract just by adding sperm nuclei and other DNA templates. 
The use and the production of different types of Xenopus egg ex-
tracts are based on established protocols (Costanzo and Gautier, 
2004, Costanzo et al., 2004, Hashimoto and Costanzo, 2011). A 
major tool available to study protein function in cell free extracts 
is antibody-mediated protein depletion. Selective protein depletion 
from egg extract allows the characterization of the biochemical 
steps in which specific proteins operate. The application of this 
procedure to essential DNA metabolism proteins facilitates the 
study of vertebrate gene products that would normally compromise 
viability when inactivated in other cellular systems, especially dur-
ing chromatin replication. Optimal protein depletion relies on high 
affinity antibodies. In our experience polyclonal rabbit antibodies 
produced against the whole or N-terminus and C-terminus exposed 
portions of Xenopus proteins work better than mouse monoclonal 
antibodies for depletion and are easier to obtain. However, high 
quality antibodies are sometime difficult to produce and require 
several trials to identify the antigen with the highest immunogenicity. 
Purification of specific immunoglobulins with the highest binding 
affinity for the target increases depletion power of the antibodies. 
Once good high affinity antibodies are generated depletion experi-
ments are relatively straightforward to perform. 
There are some important considerations to make on protein 
depletion. In cells inactivation of specific proteins relies on tech-
niques such as gene knockout or knockdown, which operate before 
the protein is produced. This is clearly not possible in egg extracts in 
which proteins are already made. However, high affinity antibodies 
can usually deplete up to 95-100 % of defined proteins, depending 
on the affinity of the antibodies and the extract concentration of the 
factor to be depleted. Proteins often operate in large multi-protein 
complexes. It is commonly assumed that antibodies directed against 
a member of the complex can deplete the whole complex (Fig 1). 
This is in part true with complexes that are extremely stable such 
the Mre11-Rad50 complex. Usually, this happens when proteins 
complexes can withstand high salt conditions in vitro. In our ex-
perience antibodies with high binding affinities can also single 
out proteins from protein complexes, selectively displacing and 
depleting individual subunits. This is achieved by overcoming the 
dynamic binding equilibrium among the different components of a 
single complex (Fig 1). It is relatively easy to monitor the status of 
the remaining components of the complex in the extract by western 
blot. This is an important point to consider when studying proteins 
acting in different complexes. As such the antibody-mediated deple-
tion procedure can be as powerful as other techniques to inactivate 
single protein functions. Complementation of the depleted extract 
with recombinant proteins can be performed to validate the effect of 
the depletion. However, not always sufficient amounts of active and 
properly folded recombinant proteins are available for this control. 
In this case protein depletion can be validated with different sets of 
antibodies directed against the same factor to make sure that the 
phenotypic effects observed following protein depletion are due to 
the removal of the specific factor and not of other unrelated proteins. 
It is indeed highly unlikely that different sets of antibodies directed 
against the same factor will have similar off-targets. The rationale 
underlying this validation protocol is the same of gene knockdown 
procedures with different sets of oligonucleotides. The ability of egg 
extract to produce proteins from mRNA translation or even from 
transcription coupled translation of specific cDNA (Tokmakov et 
al., 2006) can also be used to complement depletion experiments, 
especially with factors whose extract concentration is compatible 
with the restoration achievable with these procedures. Alternatively, 
it is also possible to purify active protein complexes or proteins to 
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homogeneity directly from Xenopus egg extract. Several rounds 
of chromatographic fractionation techniques can be employed to 
obtain relatively pure protein from extract. Purification of proteins 
from egg extract is often successful for highly abundant factors. 
A major issue of rabbit polyclonal antibodies is their limiting 
amount, which hampers the possibility of sharing the tool in suf-
ficient amounts to perform depletion experiments. This issue is not 
present with other genetically modifiable model systems such as 
worms, flies and yeast in which mutants can be easily distributed. 
Therefore, due to the unpredictable nature of antibodies quality 
and availability alternative approaches should be considered when 
studying protein function in cell free extracts. Furthermore, in some 
instances due to high endogenous concentration (e.g. histones) 
complete protein depletion is not even achievable. In these cases 
it is possible to overstuff the extract with recombinant wild type or 
mutant proteins, which displace the endogenous proteins in the 
molecular steps and complexes in which they are involved (Fig 
1). This is especially useful when proteins perform their function 
on chromatin. In these cases the recombinant protein can entirely 
substitute the endogenous one on chromatin. We have previously 
used this approach to study the effect of mutant PCNA protein 
subunits on chromatin. As redundant post replication repair path-
ways such as translesion synthesis mask the role of homologous 
recombination in replication fork progression, we adopted this ap-
proach to inhibit translesion synthesis using a recombinant mutant 
PCNA (PCNA K164R) that cannot be ubiquitinated and therefore 
does not fully support binding of translesion polymerase Pol η to 
chromatin (Hashimoto et al., 2010). More recently, we have used 
a similar strategy to study different Cdc45 protein domains, whose 
function had been predicted based on Cdc45 arrangement in the 
context of the CMG complex.
Interference on protein function can also be obtained with small 
peptides that bind at the interface of the protein-protein interaction 
site like we did to study the replication function of Rad51. It this 
study, we successfully inhibited Rad51 binding to chromatin using 
recombinant human BRC4 (one of eight BRC motifs of BRCA2 
that has a strong affinity for Rad51) (Hashimoto et al., 2010). We 
demonstrated that BRC4 or Rad51 depletion had similar effects 
on DNA replication, further validating this approach. 
Understanding the role of essential DNA recombina-
tion and fork protection proteins in chromosomal DNA 
replication
HR genes such as BRCA1, BRCA2 and the Rad51 paralog 
family, which consists in mammalian cells of five proteins (Rad51B, 
Rad51C, Rad51D, Xrcc2 and Xrcc3), are required to repair ionizing 
radiation-induced DNA damage by homologous recombination. 
Mutations in these genes predispose to cancer, indicating an im-
portant role in preventing or repairing DNA damage predisposing 
to cell transformation. Intriguingly, complete loss of function of most 
of HR proteins is incompatible with life in vertebrate organisms 
or leads to severe chromosome breakage, cell cycle arrest and 
apoptosis in cellular model systems. For example, deletion (Errico 
and Costanzo, 2012) or functional inactivation (Buis et al., 2008) 
of homologous recombination (HR) genes such as Rad51, Mre11, 
Rad50 or Nbs1 result in lethality in mice. In contrast, mutations of 
the orthologs of these genes in S. cerevisiae have limited effects 
and null cells are mostly viable in the absence of exogenous DNA 
damaging insults (D’Amours and Jackson, 2002). Therefore, while 
yeast mutants in many of the key DNA metabolism genes are vi-
able, loss of the same proteins in higher eukaryotes results in cell 
a) b) 
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Fig. 1. Removing and inactivating 
proteins from cell free extracts. (1) 
Antibodies directed against single 
subunits of protein complex can 
single out and deplete individual 
components (a) or the whole complex 
(b) depending on the affinity and 
ability of the antibody to overcome 
binding equilibrium between com-
plex components. (2) Recombinant 
mutant or WT proteins added to egg 
extract in excess could substitute 
individual protein subunits by protein 
exchange. (3) Peptide binding at the 
interphase of protein-protein interac-
tion domains can disrupt interaction 
between protein complex subunits. 
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or embryonic lethality. Furthermore, DNA repair is more complex in 
higher eukaryotes given the presence of additional essential genes 
such as BRCA2 and BRCA1, which regulate several aspects of HR 
(Liu and West, 2002, Thorslund and West, 2007). The reason why 
these genes are essential for life in higher eukaryotes is unclear. 
One explanation might be that they have a specific role in the 
replication of complex genomic regions typical of higher eukary-
otes. Alternatively, complex genomes might be more vulnerable 
to spontaneous damage that might irreversibly halt replication 
progression and therefore might require HR factors to complete 
DNA replication. This would be consistent with the observations 
that chromosomal aberrations are frequent in vertebrate cells 
with mutated HR proteins including BRCA2, BRCA1 and Rad51 
paralogs. These features together with their ability to form foci in 
unperturbed S-Phase indicate a possible role for HR proteins in 
chromosomal replication even in unchallenged conditions (Aly and 
Ganesan, Costanzo, Jasin, 2002, Ohta et al., Suwaki et al., West, 
2003). As these functions are essential for cell duplication and cell 
survival we thought that the use of cell free extracts and single 
molecule analysis could have been helpful to understand HR protein 
function in DNA replication. Therefore, to study the role of these 
DNA metabolism proteins in vertebrate DNA replication we set up 
biochemical assays based on Xenopus egg extract coupled to the 
analysis of replication intermediates with single molecule imaging 
techniques. These procedures allow visualization of the native DNA 
configuration of replication intermediates isolated from egg extract 
from which specific factors have been depleted. To this end DNA 
are subjected to in vivo crosslinking, obtained by exposing sperm 
nuclei replicated in egg extract to trimethylpsoralen (TMP), followed 
by irradiation pulses with 365–366 nm monochromatic light. This 
treatment induces the formation of interstrand crosslinks, prevent-
ing branch migration of DNA and therefore stabilizing replication 
intermediates. DNA isolated from egg extract is then deproteinized, 
enriched on DNA binding columns and layered onto EM grids, 
which are then processed by rotary shadowing to visualize the 
DNA molecules (Lopes, 2009, Ray Chaudhuri et al.). This type of 
analysis can be easily performed in Xenopus egg extract and it is 
facilitated by the smaller size of the replicon compared to somatic 
cells and by the abundance of replication intermediates. 
The ability to image DNA replication intermediates and 
to easily perturb the system by adding and depleting 
proteins or DNA damaging agents provides single 
molecule level information on the function of DNA me-
tabolism proteins
Using EM based analysis of replication intermediates we found 
that Rad51 prevents the accumulation of ssDNA gaps at replication 
forks and behind them during DNA replication (Hashimoto et al.). 
ssDNA gaps behind forks can be suppressed by the inhibition of 
Mre11 activity indicating a role for Mre11 in mediating the formation 
of these structures. Our findings were independently confirmed in 
cells defective for Rad51 DNA loading factor BRCA2 (Jensen et 
al., Thorslund et al.), which show Mre11 dependent degradation 
of stalled replication forks (Schlacher et al.). It is possible that 
BRCA2 or Rad51 paralogs load Rad51 onto gaps that arise behind 
replication forks during unchallenged or perturbed DNA replication. 




































Fig. 2. Model explaining possible roles 
of Tipin/Tim and Rad51 at replication 
forks. Reversed forks are replication 
intermediates formed by the annealing 
of newly synthesized DNA strands to 
assemble a structure that resembles 
a chicken foot. Reversed forks might 
form in conditions where replication 
re-priming downstream fork stalling 
is impeded. In this case the newly 
synthesized strands anneal and form a 
reversed fork, which can be processed 
by the DNA repair machinery to help 
resolving the stalling event. Rad51 might 
be involved in protecting reversed forks 
from nuclease-mediated degradation or 
in assisting reversed fork formation favouring the bypass of the lesion that stalled fork progression. Reversed forks could also form to equilibrate unre-
solved DNA supercoiling accumulating ahead of forks in the absence of functional Tipin/Tim complex, which might promote resolution of the positive 
supercoiling by relocating Topoisomerases to replication intermediates (See text for additional explanation). In the absence of Tipin/Tim spontaneous 
reversed forks accumulation and/or fork rotation would dissipate positive supercoiling behind forks, facilitating the release of replisome components.
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nature of replication fork progression. Gaps might be formed by 
polymerase mediated re-priming in replication bubbles downstream 
the replication block to overcome fork arrest (Fig 2). Replisome 
components are usually stably associated to replication forks (Errico 
and Costanzo, 2010, Errico and Costanzo, 2012) and the Tipin/
Tim complex is required for efficient polymerase alpha binding to 
chromatin. We have shown that the Tipin/Tim complex promotes 
polymerase alpha dependent replication re-priming (Errico et 
al., 2014). Using EM we found that a large fraction of replication 
intermediates in Tipin/Tim depleted extracts contains reversed 
forks, which are replication intermediates formed by the annealing 
of newly synthesized DNA strands to assemble a structure that 
resembles a chicken foot (Errico et al., 2014) (Fig 2). This structure 
might form when replication re-priming downstream fork stalling 
is impeded. In this case the newly synthesized strands anneal 
and form a reversed fork, which can be processed by the DNA 
repair machinery to help resolving the stalling event. Rad51 might 
be involved in protecting reversed forks from nuclease-mediated 
degradation or in assisting reversed fork formation favouring the 
bypass of the lesion that stalled fork progression (Fig 2). 
A role in preventing excessive fork rotation in the presence of 
replication fork roadblocks has been proposed for the Tipin/Tim 
complex in yeast (Schalbetter et al., 2015) (Fig 2). This function 
could be particularly important when Topoisomerases cannot re-
move positively supercoiled DNA accumulating ahead of replication 
forks, which prevents their progression if not resolved. Tipin/Tim 
dependent relocalization at forks of Topoisomerases, which have 
high affinity for the complex, might resolve the positive supercoiled 
DNA accumulation allowing fork progression. In the absence of 
Tipin/Tim reversed forks or precatenanes, which form following 
fork rotation, might accumulate behind forks, equilibrating the 
positive supercoiling present ahead of forks. This might lead to 
the release of Polymerase alpha, whose binding is destabilised in 
these conditions, as we previously showed. It is worth mentioning 
that continuous priming activity is a pre-requisite for checkpoint 
activation during fork stalling conditions. Loss of Tipin/Tim leads 
to severe impairment of Chk1 phosphorylation compatibly with 
the function of this complex in promoting primase activity at forks 
(Errico and Costanzo, 2010, Errico and Costanzo, 2012). 
Reversed forks in Tipin/Tim depleted extracts have been 
observed in unchallenged conditions. However, Xenopus egg 
extract can be easily manipulated to study the effects of different 
DNA damaging agents on the frequency and the morphology of 
these structures. This approach might yield more insights on the 
pathways and the DNA structures leading to reverse fork forma-
tion. Importantly, qualitative analysis of replication intermediates 
can be easily complemented by statistical quantification of the 
different DNA structures observed with EM by scoring several fork 
structures per sample. This is facilitated by the abundance of intact 
replication intermediates that can be obtained from Xenopus egg 
extract (Hashimoto et al.), in which the frequency of replication 
origins is ten fold higher than somatic cells. 
Interestingly, DNA bound to nucleosome is not efficiently cross-
linked by psoralen and this feature can be exploited to visualize 
nucleosome distribution on normal and damaged replication forks 
(Lopes, 2009). Under denaturing conditions, DNA strands are 
separated where a nucleosome was positioned in vivo and are 
kept together by the interstrand crosslinks induced in each linker 
DNA tract. This gives to double-stranded DNA the appearance of 
a string of single-stranded DNA bubbles (Lopes, 2009) that allows 
the detection of nucleosomal array organization in correspondence 
of replication forks. This protocol could be useful to monitor the 
effects of HR factors, fork protection proteins and chromatin re-
modelling genes on nucleosome positioning at replication forks 
and termination zones. 
A large fraction of reversed forks that we observed in Tipin/Tim 
depleted extracts contain a reversed branch made of ssDNA (un-
published data), which can be formed by the activity of nucleases 
such as Mre11. Inhibition of Mre11 activity with Mirin (Dupre et 
al., 2008) or its depletion from egg extract with specific antibodies 
could highlight the molecular mechanism leading to the formation 
of these structures. Additional factors that might be involved in the 
stabilization of the reversed forks such as Non Homologus End 
Joining repair (NHEJ) Ku70/80 and the DNA-PK proteins, which 
have high affinity for DNA end of the reversed branch (Foster et al.). 
Their role could be easily tested with the Xenopus cell free system. 
Overall, the approach that we described will gradually reveal 
fundamental new molecular links bewteen DNA damage response 
and repair proteins and the DNA replication machinery. 
Identification and characterization of factors required 
for faithful replication of specific chromosome loci
It is possible the essential role of some DNA metabolism genes 
in higher eukaryotes is related to their requirement for faithful rep-
lication of complex chromosomal regions present in the species in 
which these genes are required for cell viability. Consistent with 
this hypothesis HR factors such as BRCA1 have been found on 
pericentric heterochromatin and major DNA satellite blocks dur-
ing unperturbed DNA replication (Pageau and Lawrence, 2006). 
BRCA1 has also been shown to localized to recently identified to 
early fragile sites containing complex repeated sequences such as 
retrotransposons, tRNA genes, LINE and SINE elements (Barlow 
et al., 2013), which constitute natural impediments to replication 
fork progression, giving rise to chromosomal translocations in 
cancer cells (Mirkin and Mirkin, 2007). To identify and characterize 
proteins necessary for replication of specific genomic sequences 
and verify the role of HR factors in this process we have developed 
a system to support in vitro replication of defined DNA sequences 
in Xenopus egg extract using large DNA bacmids (size between 
120-250 Kb) containing different human DNA genomic sequences 
(Errico et al., 2014). Bacmids can be used to probe the replica-
tion of specific DNA sequences associated to different chromatin 
regions such as centromeres, minisatellite DNA and known fragile 
sites containing variable numbers of complex or repeated DNA 
sequences. In contrast to small plasmids, which do not support 
efficient nucleus formation and semi-conservative DNA replication 
in egg cytoplasm and consistent with the fact that large size plas-
mids replicate more efficiently when injected into Xenopus eggs 
(Harland and Laskey, 1980, Mechali and Kearsey, 1984, Sanchez 
et al., 1992), we have shown that large bacmids support nucleus 
formation and origin-dependent DNA replication with high efficiency 
in egg extract with up to 70 % of the input molecules fully replicated. 
Nuclei formed by bacmid DNA can be isolated at different time 
points following their addition to egg extract by sucrose gradient 
centrifugation and the status of DNA binding proteins required for 
the assembly of replication origin such as ORC1-6 or MCM2-7 
and DNA replication initiation such as CDC45 and GINS can be 
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monitored by western blot to identify the stage of DNA replication 
reaction in which they are involved (Errico and Costanzo, 2010). 
For these experiments human genomic DNA cloned in the human 
bacmid library can be used. Using this system secondary non-B 
DNA structures, which interfere with higher-order chromatin fold-
ing could be studied to understand how they affect the replication 
dynamics and nucleosome assembly, resulting in decondensation 
defects seen as fragile sites (Lukusa and Fryns, 2008). The same 
analysis could be extended to other complex human and Xeno-
pus genomic DNA sequences containing repetitive elements. In 
preliminary experiments we have shown that human centromeric 
DNA is able to promote selective loading of centromeric protein 
CENP-A, a histone variant mainly found at centromeres. This result 
indicates that human centromeric DNA and possibly other human 
genomic DNA sequences are able to promote specific chromatin 
conformations and can be used as template to study replication 
of centromeric or other specific chromatin regions in Xenopus egg 
extract. This system could be used to test the hypothesis that HR 
and fork protection proteins are required for efficient and faithful 
replication of genomic regions containing repetitive sequences. 
Replicated bacmids could be subjected to PCR and southern blot 
based analysis to uncover possible abnormalities in copy num-
bers and sequence rearrangements following replication in the 
absence of HR and fork stabilizing factors. This analysis could be 
complemented by deep sequencing of replicated DNA to monitor 
fidelity of DNA synthesis. Overall, these experiments could help 
uncovering for the first time and on a large scale the potential role of 
known and novel DNA and chromatin metabolism genes in faithful 
replication of complex chromosomal regions.
Final remarks
Xenopus cell-free extract represents one of most powerful 
tools available to study replication of vertebrate genomes in un-
challenged and stressful conditions. This system will be helpful to 
clarify the role of several essential DNA metabolism genes with 
a potential involvement in different aspects of DNA replication. 
Classical biochemical assays coupled to novel imaging techniques 
could lead to several groundbreaking discoveries, including a 
better understanding of genomic DNA and chromatin metabolism 
at specific genomic DNA loci. These integrated approaches will 
greatly contribute to understand molecular mechanisms underlying 
the function of essential DNA metabolism genes in the replication 
and repair of vertebrate genomes.
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